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ABSTRACT.  Pre-mRNA splicing is regulated through combinatorial activity of RNA motifs 
including splice sites and splicing regulatory elements (SREs).  Here, we show that the activity 
of the G-run class of SREs is ~4-fold higher when adjacent to intermediate strength 5'ss relative 
to weak 5'ss, and by ~1.3-fold relative to strong 5'ss, with important functional and evolutionary 
implications.  This dependence on 5'ss strength was observed in splicing reporters and in global 
microarray and mRNA-Seq analyses of splicing changes following RNAi against heterogeneous 
nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) H, which binds G-runs.  An exon’s responsiveness to 
changes in hnRNP H levels therefore depends in a complex way on G-run abundance and 5'ss 
strength, and other splicing factors may function similarly.  This pattern of activity enables G-
runs and hnRNP H to buffer the effects of 5'ss mutations, increasing the frequency of 5'ss 
polymorphism and the evolution of new splicing patterns.  
[ED: Abstract reduced to 144 words.] 
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Introduction 
 Genetic changes that perturb pre-mRNA splicing are commonly associated with human 
genetic diseases, while other splicing alterations have contributed to evolutionary innovations1-4. 
Splicing may be disrupted either by mutation of sequence motifs present in every intron, namely 
the core 5' splice site (5'ss), 3' splice site (3'ss) or branch point, or by mutation of exonic or 
intronic SREs.  Such changes frequently result in skipping of exons or other major alterations to 
the mRNA and the encoded protein, but may be compensated for during evolution by 
strengthening of other elements5. In a recent study, reciprocal compensatory evolution was 
observed for most pairs of splicing elements in human/mouse, with weakening of element A 
associated with strengthening of element B and vice versa, suggesting that most elements 
defining exons may contribute additively to exon recognition6.  However, for the pair of the 5'ss 
and "G triplet" intronic splicing enhancers (ISEs; see below), compensatory evolution was 
unidirectional, suggesting that this pair of elements might have a special functional relationship6.  
 Poly-guanine sequences ("G-runs") play central roles in splicing of a number of 
important cellular and viral genes, commonly functioning through recruitment of splicing 
regulators of the heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) F/H gene family7-15.  Just 
three consecutive guanines, a “G triplet”, are required for binding of hnRNP F/H proteins and for 
splicing activity16.  G triplets are extremely abundant in mammalian introns, where they 
commonly function as ISEs, increasing the usage of adjacent splice sites.  G triplets are most 
highly enriched in the ~70 bases downstream of the 5'ss (Fig. 1a, Supplementary Fig. 1, and refs 
11,17).  The extremely high density of G triplets located just 20-30 base pairs (bp) from the 5'ss, 
and the asymmetric coevolutionary relationship between these motifs suggested that strong 
functional links might exist between the 5'ss motif and adjacent G-run ISEs. Here, we explored 
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this possibility using a battery of classical and high-throughput molecular genetic approaches in 
human cells, uncovering an unexpected but highly consistent pattern of functional 
interdependency that has important genetic and evolutionary implications. 
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Results 
G triples are more conserved near intermediate 5'ss 
  The 5'ss sequences of mammalian introns vary greatly in the degree of complementarity 
to U1 small nuclear RNA (snRNA) and in their intrinsic activity in pre-mRNA splicing18.  Using 
statistical models that capture mono- and di-nucleotide composition at pairs of 5'ss positions, 
log-odds scores can be assigned to 5'ss motifs that reliably predict function19.  Using the MaxEnt 
model, scores of natural 5'ss typically range between 0 (occasionally below zero) and 12 bits, 
with the median around 9 bits.  Increased density of G-rich and C-rich sequences adjacent to 
mammalian exons with weak 5'ss or weak 3'ss has been observed previously{Yeo, 2004 
#28;Murray, 2008 #76}. 
 Grouping orthologous pairs of human and mouse introns by their 5'ss scores, we 
observed that G triples in the downstream intron were more conserved than control trinucleotides 
(3mers) in all splice site strength groups, consistent with common ISE activity (Fig. 1b).  
However, significantly greater conservation was seen for G triplets located adjacent to 
intermediate strength 5'ss (4-8 bits) than for those adjacent to strong (> 8 bit) or weak (< 4 bit) 
5'ss (P < 0.05; Fig. 1b).  In these and subsequent analyses, the boundaries between higher versus 
lower activity of intermediate versus weak or strong 5'ss appeared to fall at scores of 4 and 8 bits, 
respectively, corresponding to the 4th and 33rd percentiles of constitutive exon splice site scores 
(i.e. 1/3 of 5'ss are weaker than 8 bits).  Here, our analyses included only G-runs located in the 
region +11 to +70 relative to the 5'ss, where G triples are most enriched. The region +1 to +10 
was excluded, since G-runs that overlap with the 5'ss motif tend to suppress rather than activate 
splicing of the upstream exon20.  Weaker exons are expected to be more dependent on enhancers. 
Therefore, the more pronounced conservation of G triplets adjacent to intermediate 5'ss relative 
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to weak 5'ss was surprising, and suggested the hypothesis that the ISE activity of G-runs might 
vary depending on 5'ss strength, and that constitutive introns with weak 5'ss might depend more 
heavily on other types of ISEs. 
 
G-run ISE activity depends on 5'ss strength  
To test this hypothesis, G-run ISE activity was assessed as a function of 5'ss strength and 
sequence using splicing reporter minigenes transfected into cultured human cells (Fig. 1c). 
MaxEnt 5'ss scores correlated well with splicing activity, assessed by the fractional inclusion of a 
test exon (Supplementary Fig. 2).  Here, we use "percent spliced in" (PSI or Ψ), the fraction of 
mRNAs that include an exon as a proportion of mRNAs that contain the flanking exons (see 
ref.21), determined by qRT-PCR.  Insertion of G-runs totaling 3, 6 or 9 nucleotides (nt) 
downstream of the test exon consistently enhanced exon inclusion, with increased enhancement 
associated with longer G-runs.  Splicing activation was particularly pronounced for intermediate 
strength 5'ss: Ψ values increased by 70%, from ~20% to ~90%, following insertion of G9 in three 
reporters with 5-7 bit 5'ss (Fig. 1c, Supplementary Table 1).  Splicing enhancement by runs of G6 
or G9 was more modest for exons with weaker (P = 3.6 x 10-6) or stronger (P = 0.03) 5'ss.  
(Enhancement did not differ significantly for G3).  Considering all of the data, an increase in Ψ 
value of ~20% per inserted G triplet was observed on average for intermediate 5'ss, 
approximately 1.3-fold greater than the mean enhancement for strong 5'ss, and some 4-fold 
higher than the mean for weak 5'ss (Fig. 1c, above). 
ISE activity was much more dependent on 5'ss strength than specific sequence, with 
similar ISE activity observed for different 5'ss sequences of similar score  (Fig. 1c; 
Supplementary Table 1),  The dependence of ISE activity on 5'ss strength was robust to 
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differences in starting Ψ value, i.e. Ψ value prior to insertion of G-runs (Supplementary Fig. 3a).  
No consistent pattern of dependence of ISE activity on 3'ss strength was seen (Supplementary 
Fig. 4a).  These observations suggested that G-run ISEs located downstream of an exon recruit 
factor(s) that enhance splicing at a step closely associated with 5'ss function, such as 5'ss 
recognition by U1 small nuclear ribonucleoprotein (snRNP), or progression from U1:5'ss 
recognition to exon definition complex formation22 (see Discussion).  
 
Intermediate 5'ss exons are more responsive to hnRNP H  
HnRNP H is the most highly expressed member of the G-run-binding hnRNP F/H protein 
family in 293T cells23.  RNAi directed against hnRNP H resulted in substantial (~3-4-fold) 
reductions in target mRNA and protein levels by qRT-PCR and Western analysis 72 hours after 
initial siRNA transfection (Supplementary Fig. 5).  Compensatory upregulation of closely related 
factors24 was not observed: expression of hnRNP F was also reduced by the siRNA used, while  
hnRNP H' (expressed ~5-fold lower than H) was unaffected and hnRNP 2H9 was not detectably 
expressed (Methods).  
To assess the activity of G-runs in regulation of endogenous exons, changes in exon 
inclusion were assessed following hnRNP H knockdown by deep sequencing of mRNAs 
(mRNA-Seq) using the Illumina platform, and by Affymetrix all-exon microarrays.  The Ψ 
values of exons were estimated from mRNA-Seq read densities as described25.  Analysis of 
mRNA-Seq read densities identified 214 exons whose Ψ values changed significantly, at a cutoff 
corresponding to a 5% false discovery rate (FDR).  Of these, 79% (169 out of 214 ) had ≥3 G’s 
in G-runs  and 61% (131 out of 214) had ≥6 G's in G-runs within 70 bp of the 5'ss, both 
significantly higher than control exons whose Ψ values did not change (P < 1.7e-8 and P < 1.2e-
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11, respectively, Fisher's exact test).  Furthermore, GGG was the most enriched 3mer within 70 
bp 3' of the 214 exons (not shown), consistent with widespread reduction in ISE activity of G-
runs following RNAi against hnRNP H. 
Similar or greater Ψ value changes were associated with intronic GGGG motifs than with 
other 4mers containing GGG, with no other significant differences observed between GGGN and 
NGGG 4mers (Supplementary Fig. 6), suggesting that G-run length rather than flanking 
nucleotide context is the primary determinant of ISE activity in this system.  Similar Ψ value 
changes were observed for exons flanked by G-runs independent of initial Ψ value or 3'ss 
strength (Supplementary Figs. 3b, 4d), and for GGGs located at different positions within the 
range +11 to +70 relative to the 5'ss, to the extent that this variable could be assessed using the 
available data (Supplementary Fig. 6). 
Larger changes in Ψ value were associated with larger numbers of G’s in intronic G-runs 
in both the mRNA-Seq and exon array analyses (Fig. 2a, Supplementary Fig. 7b), with better fit 
to a linear (additive) rather than multiplicative model of G-run ISE activity (Supplementary Figs. 
7d, 7e).  This relationship paralleled that observed for the splicing reporters (Fig. 1c, 
Supplementary Fig. 3a).  Grouping expressed exons with downstream G-runs by 5'ss strength, 
the largest decreases in Ψ value following RNAi were observed for exons with intermediate (4-8 
bit) 5'ss (Fig. 2b, P < 0.05). Thus, three independent lines of evidence – evolutionary 
conservation, splicing reporter analyses, and RNAi mRNA-Seq and exon array analyses 
(Supplementary Fig. 7c) – all supported the conclusion that G-run ISE activity is quite sensitive 
to 5'ss strength, with higher activity for exons containing intermediate-strength 5'ss. 
Conversely, Ψ values of exons with internal G-runs tended to increase following hnRNP 
H knockdown, consistent with previous observations that exonic G-runs commonly function as 
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ESSs26,27.  Again, the change in Ψ value increased proportionally to total G-run length (Fig. 2c).   
Effects of 5'ss strength were also observed for exons containing internal G-runs, with highest 
inferred ESS activity for exons with strong or weak 5'ss, and little or no ESS activity detected in 
the context of intermediate-strength 5'ss (Fig. 2d), a relationship inverse to that observed for the 
ISE activity of intronic G-runs.  Measurement of Ψ values for a subset of exons by qRT-PCR 
yielded reasonably good correlation with Ψ values estimated by mRNA-Seq (Supplementary 
Fig. 8), and identified a high-confidence set of hnRNP F/H-responsive exons, including exons in 
the ATXN2, MADD and TARBP2 genes (Supplementary Fig. 8, Supplementary Table 2). 
For the RNAi/mRNA-Seq experiment, it was possible to map the full spectrum of G-run 
ISE activity, as inferred from change in Ψ value, for exons with varying 5'ss strength, yielding a 
smoothly varying pattern (Fig. 2e).  It is clear from this representation that an exon's 
responsiveness to hnRNP H is not just a function of the density of G-runs, but is actually a 
function of both G-run length and 5'ss strength.  The bivariate nature of this function is expected 
to result in finer regulatory discrimination between subsets of exons (e.g., between exons with 
strong, intermediate and weak 5'ss) in their responsiveness to changes in hnRNP H levels.  Such 
changes may occur under developmental or physiological conditions or in disease states in which 
hnRNP H activity is altered such as myotonic dystrophy28,29. 
The concordance between the activities of G-runs observed in the splicing reporter assays 
and in the hnRNP H knockdown experiment suggested that a substantial proportion of the effects 
observed in these systems were the result of direct effects of hnRNP H protein bound to intronic 
G-runs.  Data from cross-linking/immunoprecipitation/sequencing (CLIP-Seq) experiments using 
antibodies against hnRNP H in 293T cells further supported this idea.  The CLIP-Seq dataset, 
generated as part of a separate study of UTR-associated functions of hnRNP H, constituted 3.6 
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million 32-bp CLIP tag sequences that could be mapped uniquely to the human genome.  In 
these CLIP tag sequences guanine was highly enriched, and GGG was the most abundant 3mer, 
enriched more than 5-fold relative to the average 3mer (Supplementary Table 3).  Thus, these 
transcriptome-wide in vivo binding data were consistent with the high affinity of hnRNP H for 
runs of 3 or more guanines observed previously in vitro.  Grouping introns by G-run density 
downstream of the 5'ss, we observed an approximately linear increase in CLIP tag density 
(normalized by gene expression) as a function of the number of guanines in G-runs 
(Supplementary Fig. 9a).  This linear increase in binding paralleled the approximately linear 
increase in ISE activity as a function of G-run density observed in the splicing reporter and 
hnRNP H knockdown experiments.  Exons whose expression changed following hnRNP H 
knockdown were substantially more likely to have associated CLIP tags than control exons 
(Supplementary Fig. 9b).  Thus, both the overall pattern of linear increase in binding and activity 
associated with total G-run length and the association between binding and splicing change 
following knockdown provided further support for direct effects of hnRNP H being of primary 
importance in the observed pattern of G-run ISE activity.  The set of exons whose Ψ values 
changed following hnRNP H knockdown and associated CLIP tag counts are provided in 
Supplementary Table 4. 
 
Genetic buffering of 5'ss mutations by G-runs  
The 5'ss strength-dependent activity of G-run ISEs and ESSs uniquely equips these 
elements to serve as "genetic buffers" capable of suppressing the phenotypes of 5'ss-weakening 
mutations that would otherwise cause substantial exon skipping.  For example, in the absence of 
intronic G-runs, a mutation altering a strong (9.2 bit) 5'ss to intermediate (6.1 bit) strength 
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reduced reporter exon inclusion from 56% to 21% (Fig. 3a).  However, insertion of a G9 run in 
the downstream intron, in addition to enhancing exon inclusion, made inclusion of the exon 
tolerant to the same 5'ss-altering mutation as a result of the increased ISE activity in the presence 
of an intermediate rather than a strong 5'ss, with Ψ value actually increasing marginally from 
90% to 93%.  Presence of a downstream G-run ISE can therefore make an exon much less 
sensitive to 5'ss-altering mutations, with only the most drastic changes (e.g., reducing strength to 
< 4 bits) likely to result in substantially increased exon skipping.  Large numbers of human 
exons are potentially affected by this mechanism.  For example, more than 14,000 constitutive 
human exons (~17% of the dataset used) had 5'ss > 8 bits and at least 6 G's in G-runs within 70 
bp downstream of the 5'ss, and approximately one-third of randomly generated point mutations 
of these 5'ss reduced strength to the 4-8 bit range (not shown). This buffering mechanism is 
therefore applicable to a substantial proportion of 5'ss mutations in many thousands of human 
exons. Additional exons are likely buffered by G-run ESSs, since the splice site strength-
dependence of G-run ESS activity also acts in a direction tending to buffer the effects of 
mutations from strong to intermediate 5'ss. 
Equilibrium models of the evolution of cis-elements affecting exon splicing confirmed 
the intuitive expectations that presence of ISEs tends to relax constraints on the 5'ss, and that the 
sort of 5'ss strength-dependent ISE activity observed for G-runs relaxes selective pressure on 5'ss 
more than would 5'ss-independent ISE activity (Supplementary Fig. 10, Supplementary 
Methods).  These models predict that the "flux" (i.e. number of changes occurring in the 
population per unit time) of neutral 5'ss mutations should be higher in constitutive exons flanked 
by G-run ISEs, and that these exons should therefore accumulate increased (neutral) genetic 
variation in their 5'ss sequences.  Consistent with this prediction, a significantly higher frequency 
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of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) was observed within the 5'ss consensus motifs of 
constitutive human exons with downstream G-runs of total length ≥ 6 than for control exons 
(Fig. 3b).  This observation suggested that downstream intronic G-runs have buffered, i.e. 
suppressed the phenotypic effects of, a substantial fraction of 5'ss mutations in recent human 
evolution. 
Orthologous human and mouse exons flanked by conserved G-runs diverged more in 
their 5'ss scores than control pairs of orthologous exons (Fig. 3c).  Presence of intronic G-runs 
was therefore associated also with longer-term evolutionary change in 5'ss strength, as expected 
from the genetic buffering model. 
An important but poorly understood evolutionary process is the evolution of alternative 
splicing patterns30.  New alternative exons may sometimes derive from exons that previously 
were constitutively spliced or vice versa.  Given the effects of G-runs on 5'ss variation, we asked 
whether presence of G-runs accelerated  evolutionary changes in splicing patterns.  
When G-runs totaling ≥ 6 G’s were present ancestrally in the downstream intron, a ~30% 
higher frequency of alternative splicing was observed in the mouse orthologs of constitutively 
spliced human exons than in control mouse exons (Fig. 3d, Supplementary Table 5). 
Acceleration of splicing level evolution was also observed when the conserved G-runs were 
located in the exon rather than the downstream intron (Fig. 3e).  Some of these mouse-specific 
exon skipping events are expected to generate severely truncated proteins likely to lack function 
(e.g., in the MYEF2 gene) but may downregulate expression, while others are expected to 
generate isoforms missing one or more specific domains, e.g., an isoform of BMP-binding 
endothelial regulator protein (BMPER) that is predicted to lack just the central VWD domain, 
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suggesting altered interaction properties (these and other examples are shown in Supplementary 
Fig. 11). 
 
Regulation by hnRNP H and G-runs 
Genes rich in intronic G-runs were more likely than control genes to encode proteins 
involved in a number of gene ontology (GO) categories related to development, membrane 
localization and signal transduction, and genes containing hnRNP H-responsive exons were 
enriched for similar functions (Supplementary Table 6). 
Cell type- and tissue-specific regulation of alternative splicing is thought to involve both 
highly tissue-specific factors such as Nova-1/Nova-2, and tissue-specific differences in the levels 
or activities of ubiquitously expressed factors such as hnRNPs. Because exons with intermediate 
strength 5'ss are more responsive to changes in hnRNP H levels than other exons, we expected 
that bioinformatic analyses of G-run activity should have greater statistical power in the subset of 
exons with intermediate 5'ss.  This expectation was confirmed by analysis of G-run enrichment 
in sets of tissue-specifically-expressed exons (Supplementary Fig. 12), suggesting increased 
activity of hnRNP H in testis, consistent with Western analysis31, and also in adipose and MB435 
cells  
 
Intronic sequence conservation varies with 5'ss strength 
Whether the activities of other SREs are similarly sensitive to splice site strength remains 
largely unexplored, with only a handful of reports addressing this issue (e.g., ref 32).  Grouping 
exons by 5'ss strength, striking differences in patterns of evolutionary conservation were 
observed (Fig. 4).  Notably, increased sequence conservation was observed adjacent to exons 
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with weak 5'ss compared to those with stronger 5'ss.  This pattern was observed both for exons 
constitutively spliced in human and mouse (“included-conserved exons” or ICEs; Fig. 4a), and 
for exons alternatively spliced in both species (“alternative-conserved exons” or ACEs; Fig. 4d), 
which exhibited much higher intronic conservation overall than ICEs33.  These observations 
suggested that 5'ss strength fundamentally alters exon recognition and regulation, with intronic 
SREs playing a far greater role in splicing of exons with weak or intermediate 5'ss than in 
splicing of strong 5'ss exons.  This idea is consistent with the very high conservation of 5'ss 
strength observed in ACEs34. 
Some sequence motifs were highly conserved in intronic regions irrespective of 5'ss 
strength, suggesting that their activity does not depend on splice site strength (Fig. 4). This 
pattern was observed for 5mers matching the consensus binding motifs of the Fox-1/Fox-2 and 
STAR families of splicing factors (UGCAUG and ACUAAC, respectively35) and a few others. 
Other motifs including UUUU were highly conserved only when adjacent to ICEs with 
very weak (0-2 bit)  5'ss, suggesting increased activity specifically in splicing of this class of 
exons.  Consistent with this expectation, increased activity of U-run ISEs (which may act 
through the TIA-1 and/or TIAR splicing factors36) was observed in splicing of reporter exons 
with very weak 5'ss (Supplementary Fig. 13).  Only one exonic motif was identified as 
differentially conserved dependent on 5'ss strength (Supplementary Table 7), suggesting that 5'ss 
strength-dependent activity is more common for intronic SREs.  Previous studies of exonic 
motifs have observed increased density of certain exonic splicing enhancers (ESEs) in exons 
with weaker splice site sites{Fairbrother, 2002 #48;Wang, 2005 #77}, a pattern expected even if 
ESE activity does not vary depending splice site strength. 
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In addition, a diverse set of motifs were preferentially conserved adjacent to strong, 
intermediate, or weak 5'ss ICEs (Supplementary Table 7).  Besides G triples (Fig. 1b), these 
motifs included GUGUG and UGUGU, which resemble the binding motifs of CELF family 
splicing factors37 and were conserved adjacent to ICEs and ACEs with intermediate and strong 
but not very weak 5'ss (Fig. 4b,c,f). 
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Discussion 
Here, we present the first comprehensive study of the relationship between the strength of the 
5'ss and splicing regulatory activity. The sensitivity of the splicing regulatory activity of G-runs 
to 5'ss strength suggests that G-run ISEs recruit factor(s) that enhance splicing at the step of 
initial 5'ss recognition by U1 snRNP or soon thereafter.  Both U1:5'ss recognition and 
subsequent exon definition complex formation are important points of regulation38.   
Several scenarios can be imagined that could account for the 5'ss strength-dependent 
activity of G-run ISEs.  One possibility ("differential binding") is that the factor(s) responsible 
for splicing activation might bind more strongly to G-runs adjacent to intermediate strength 5'ss 
than to those near weak or strong 5'ss, with stronger binding leading to increased splicing 
activation.  A weakness of this scenario is that how G-run binding would be affected by a motif 
located tens of bases away is not clear. 
Another possibility ("differential activation") is that it is not binding to the pre-mRNA 
but activity in promoting splicing that varies for G-run-binding proteins depending on 5'ss 
strength, e.g., resulting from differences in the pathway of spliceosome assembly dependent on 
5'ss strength.  For example, if activation occurred through interaction with U1 snRNP, and if 
exons which have weak 5'ss and therefore low affinity for U1 snRNP were often spliced in a 
manner independent of U1 snRNP binding39-41.  G-run activity might also vary depending on 5'ss 
strength for exons whose splicing is regulated kinetically, if activation occurred at a step which is 
rate-limiting for intermediate 5'ss exons, but a distinct step became rate-limiting for weak 5'ss 
exons.  In-depth biochemical analyses are clearly needed to distinguish among these or other 
possible mechanisms. 
 The observed pattern of 5'ss strength-dependent ESS activity of exonic G-runs could 
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potentially be explained through a combination of two competing activities of hnRNP H when 
bound to exonic G-runs: (i) a splicing inhibitory activity (e.g., involving inhibition of exon 
definition complex formation between the downstream 5'ss and upstream 3'ss) that occurs 
independently of 5'ss strength; and (ii) a splicing activating function that is similar or identical to 
that which is associated with intronic G-runs.  Combined, these two activities might yield a 
pattern like that observed in Fig. 2d, with the inhibitory activity dominant in the case of weak or 
strong 5'ss, but roughly balanced by the more potent activating activity in the context of an 
intermediate 5'ss.  Again, there are other possible scenarios. 
The increased frequency of 5'ss polymorphism observed adjacent to G-run ISEs supports 
a common role for this motif as a buffer of genetic variation in the 5'ss.  Such a buffering role 
could protect genes (presumably including disease genes) from some mutations that would 
otherwise disrupt their function, analogous to the buffering by some chaperones of mutations that 
would otherwise cause protein misfolding42. 
Increased accumulation of neutral 5'ss polymorphisms, e.g., involving intermediate and 
strong 5'ss allele pairs, might contribute to evolution of alternative splicing.  A straightforward 
pathway would involve reduction in the expression or activity of hnRNP H, e.g., through 
mutation of the hnRNP H locus.  The 5'ss strength-dependence observed for G-run ISEs and 
ESSs (Figs. 1, 2) will tend to magnify differences between strong and intermediate 5'ss alleles 
when hnRNP H activity is reduced, thereby unmasking previously latent 5'ss variation as 
alternative splicing alleles, providing a substrate for natural selection. In the event that an allele 
generating an alternative splice of a formerly constitutive exon were advantageous or neutral, 
subsequent selection could act to tune the regulation, e.g., to bring it under the control of 
appropriate cell type- or condition-specific factors.  Such a model would be directly analogous to 
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the model of "evolutionary capacitance" by which the chaperone Hsp90 is proposed to accelerate 
evolutionary change43. 
Changes in alternative splicing have been proposed as a major driver of phenotypic 
change in the mammalian lineage44,45, and G-runs and/or other motifs with potential to act as 
evolutionary capacitors of splicing change are likely to have accelerated these changes.  Presence 
of intronic G-runs was not associated with an increase in the relative rate of non-synonymous 
substitutions (Supplementary Fig. 14) as would occur under the alternative  “reduced selection 
pressure” model46. 
Preferential conservation of a range of motifs adjacent to intermediate and weak 5'ss 
suggests that the activities of a number of different splicing factors may also exhibit 5'ss 
strength-dependent activity, as seen for G-runs and hnRNP H.  In addition to potential roles in 
genetic buffering and effects on alternative splicing evolution, sensitivity to 5'ss strength may 
provide a general mechanism for tuning the responsiveness of distinct sets of exons to changes in 
the levels of a splicing factor, contributing to tissue-specific or environmentally regulated 
splicing. 
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Figure Legends 
 
Figure 1. Abundance, conservation and 5'ss strength-dependent activity of G-run intronic 
splicing enhancers (ISEs). (a) Excess count of GGG in introns downstream of human 
constitutive exons. Excess count is defined as the difference between the observed count and 
expected count (Supplementary Methods). Each point represents the center of a 30-nt window, 
with a 3 nt offset between successive windows.  Black bars show standard errors of the mean 
(SEM). (b) Mean and SEM of the conservation rate (CR) ratio, calculated as O/C 
(observed/control) conservation for GGG in positions +11-70 downstream of exons conserved 
between human and mouse.  The intermediate 5'ss bins (4-6, 6-8 bits) had significantly higher 
CR and the very strong bin (10-12 bits) significantly lower CR (all P < 0.05, Bonferroni 
corrected) than control sets sampled from the other 5'ss strength bins to match GGG counts. (c) 
ISE activity of G-runs in modular splicing reporters (Methods). Lower panels: change in percent 
inclusion (qRT-PCR) of the test exon of selected splicing reporters (Supplementary Table 1) 
with different 5'ss (listed at right) containing runs of 3, 6, or 9 G’s inserted in the downstream 
intron relative to the corresponding reporters with control inserts.  Error bars indicate range of 
replicated experiments. Top: increase in inclusion of test exon with inserted G-runs relative to 
control insert (mean, SEM), normalized by number of G's in inserted G-runs. Splicing reporters 
were grouped into weak (w), intermediate (i) and strong (s) bins according to 5'ss score of test 
exon. P-values calculated by Wilcoxon rank sum test.  
 
Figure 2. hnRNP H knockdown/mRNA-Seq analysis of G-run activity. (a) Change in exon 
inclusion level (mean, SEM; control - H knockdown) of exons grouped by number of G’s in 
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downstream intronic G-runs (e.g., bin labeled 6 includes exons with 6-8 G’s in G-runs).  Based 
on mRNA-Seq analysis of total RNA following RNAi directed against hnRNP H.  (b) Change in 
exon inclusion level (mean, SEM) of exons with ≥6 G's in G-runs in downstream introns 
grouped by 5'ss score relative to control exons lacking exonic or intronic G-runs (O-E). The 
relative change was significantly higher for the intermediate (4-6 bit) and significantly lower for 
the strong (8-10 bit) 5'ss bins (both P < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected) relative to control sets 
sampled from the other 5'ss bins to match the distribution of numbers of G’s in runs G3 or longer. 
No significant differences in flanking nucleotide frequency were detected between 5'ss bins. (c) 
Same as (a) for exons with different numbers of G’s in G-runs in the exons, excluding those with 
upstream or downstream intronic G-runs. (d) Same as (b) for exons with ≥6 G's in exonic G-
runs.  The relative change was significantly lower for the strong (10-12 bit) 5'ss bin relative to 
control sets sampled from the other 5'ss bins (P < 0.05, Bonferroni corrected). (e) Change in 
exon inclusion level (O-E, same as (b)) of all exons grouped both by number of G’s in 
downstream intronic G-runs and 5'ss score. 
 
Figure 3. Genetic buffering by G-runs. (a) G-runs as an evolutionary buffer to 5'ss mutations. 
Exon inclusion data from reporters s2 and i3 in Fig. 1c. Dashed white line represents percent 
inclusion that would result if the G-run activity were no greater for intermediate 5'ss exon than 
for strong 5'ss exon. (b) Higher SNP density in 5'ss of exons with downstream (+11-70) G-runs. 
Mean and SEM are shown of the ratio (O/E) between the fraction with 5'ss SNPs among exons 
with G-runs and that in control exons lacking G-runs but with matched compositional bias (*: P 
< 0.001, rank sum test). Inset shows results for in-frame and out-of-frame exons separately for 
exons with ≥6 G's in G-runs. (c) Larger change in 5'ss strength between orthologous 
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human/mouse exons with conserved downstream G-runs. O/E ratio was defined similarly as in 
(b), but absolute change in MaxEnt 5'ss scores was calculated (*: P < 0.001). (d) Higher fraction 
of exons with different splicing phenotypes in human and mouse (constitutive in human, 
alternative in mouse) in exons with ancestral downstream G-runs.  Data were grouped by number 
of G's in ancestral G-runs in positions +11-70. Mean and SEM are shown of the ratio (O/E) of 
the fraction with different splicing phenotypes among exons with ancestral G-runs and that of 
control exons lacking G-runs but matched for base composition, conservation and EST coverage 
in mouse (*: P < 0.001). Inset shows in-frame and out-of-frame exons separately. (e) Same as (d) 
for exons with ancestral exonic G-runs. 
 
Figure 4 Sequence conservation flanking exons dependent on 5'ss strength. (a) Conservation 
profile (mean and 95% confidence interval of PhastCons scores47) of exons and flanking introns 
for orthologous human/mouse constitutive exons grouped by 5'ss score (bits). (b) Motif 
conservation scores (MCS, Supplementary Methods) of 5mers in downstream introns (11-70 nt 
from 5'ss) of included-conserved exons (ICEs) with indicated 5'ss scores. Dashed lines show 
cutoff of significant MCS determined based on randomly shuffled data. Black dots represent 
motifs that are significantly conserved in more than one 5'ss groups. Motifs with more significant 
MCS in one group than all other groups are represented by colored dots in the same color 
scheme as in (a). Inset shows the histogram of the t-statistic of 4mers between the two indicated 
5'ss groups. UUUU was the most significant in the 0-2 bits group. (c) Same as (b) for the 5'ss 
groups of 4-6 and 8-12 bits. (d, e, f) same as (a, b, c) for alternative-conserved exons (ACEs). 
Scatter plots are shown for the downstream intronic region 11-200 nt from the 5'ss. Because the 
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number of exons was smaller in this analysis (~3,000), only 3 bins of 5'ss strength were used (0-
4, 4-8, 8-12 bits). 
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Methods  
Library Preparation for Illumina Sequencing. We used Poly-T capture beads to isolate 
mRNA from 10 ug of total RNA. First strand cDNA was generated using random hexamer-
primed reverse transcription, and subsequently used to generate second strand cDNA using 
RNAase H and DNA polymerase. Sequencing adapters were ligated using the Illumina Genomic 
DNA sample prep kit. Fragments of ~200 bp long were isolated by gel electrophoresis, amplified 
by 16 cycles of PCR, and sequenced on the Illumina Genome Analyzer. Further details regarding 
the mRNA-SEQ protocol can be found in48.   
 
Splicing reporter constructs 
To assess the activity of intronic splicing enhancers (ISEs) in the context of different splice sites, 
we used a ‘modular’ splicing reporter system described previously6.  This reporter contains three 
exons with the test exon in the middle flanked by two GFP exons27. Splice site sequences were 
altered by site-directed mutagenesis at each splice site using primers covering the corresponding 
splice site (Supplementary Table 1).  To insert sequences into the second intron of the splicing 
reporter, we used a reverse primer containing a SalI site and the desired insert sequence (e.g., G9) 
at its 5' end and a forward primer at the beginning of the upstream intron containing a HindIII 
site to mutate and amplify the test exon and its downstream intron via PCR.  The sequences of 
the reverse primer were: CACGTCGACNNNNNNNNNNNNGTTGGAAAACAATAAAGAC 
(SalI site underlined and ISE region represented by N), and the forward primer was 
GAAACAAGGATGCTGTTAGAG.  The resulting PCR product contains an ISE (or control) 
sequence 25 nt downstream from the 5'ss of the test exon and is inserted into the reporter 
backbone digested with SalI and HindIII.  The control sequence used was CGTGCAAATCAA 
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(designated G0 because it lacks G-runs).  Nucleotides in the control sequence were replaced with 
different numbers of G runs to generate ISE sequences CGTGCGGGTCAA (designated G3), 
CGGGCGGGTCAA (G6), and CGGGGGGGGGAA (G9).  All constructs were sequenced to 
confirm correct insert before transfection. 
 
Cell culture, transfection, RNA purification and qRT-PCR 
We cultured 293T cells with D-MEM medium supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal bovine serum.  
The splicing reporter constructs were transfected (0.8 µg per well) with Lipofectamine 2000 
(Invitrogen) in 12-well culture plates according to manufacturer instructions.  Total RNA was 
purified from transfected cells using trizol / chlorophorm extraction followed by isopropanol 
precipitation and RNeasy column purification (Qiagen).  The reverse transcription (RT) reaction 
was carried out using 2 µg total RNA with SuperScript III (Invitrogen).  One tenth of the product 
from the RT reaction was used for PCR (20 cycles of amplification, with trace amount of α-32P-
dCTP in addition to non-radioactive dNTPs).  Quantitation of splicing isoforms was conduced as 
described previously49. 
 
RNAi  
We conducted knockdown of hnRNP H (H-KD) in four biological replicates (no. 1-3 for Exon 
array experiments and no. 4 for mRNA-SEQ, see below), as was the control knockdown using 
control siRNA.  The dsRNA used for H-KD (IDT DNA) had sequences50: 
5'-/5Phos/rArArCrUrUrGrArArUrCrArGrArArGrArUrGrArArGrUrCAA-3' 
5'-rUrUrGrArCrUrUrCrArUrCrUrUrCrUrGrArUrUrCrArArGrUrUrCrA-3' 
As a control we used the dsRNA Negative Control (DS ScrambledNeg) provided by IDT: 
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5'-/Phos/rCrUrUrCrCrUrCrUrCrUrUrUrCrUrCrUrCrCrCrUrUrGrUGA-3' 
5'-rUrCrArCrArArGrGrGrArGrArGrArArArGrArGrArGrGrArArGrGrA-3' 
The siRNA sequence for hnRNP H is partially complementary (at bases 1 to 19 from the 
5' end of the siRNA with a mismatch at position 7) with the mRNA of the related gene, hnRNP 
F.  In 293T cells, hnRNP H is known to be expressed at much higher levels than F by Western 
analysis23. From the analysis of mRNA-SEQ (see Supplementary Methods), we detected down-
regulation at the mRNA level of both hnRNP H and F (~3 fold) following siRNA transfection, 
considering only reads specific for each of these two closely-related genes.  Similar analyses 
using Affymetrix exon arrays (see Supplementary Methods) yielded ~2 fold down-regulation for 
both hnRNP H and F. 
We used two different protocols in the knockdown experiments. Protocol 1, used for H-
KD 1 and control 1 was as follows. Day 0: plate cells in 10cm dishes. Day 1: transfect 20nM 
siRNA with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Day 3: harvest cells. Protocol 2, used for H-KDs 
2, 3 and 4 and controls 2, 3 and 4 was as follows. Day 0: plate cells in 10cm dishes. Day 1: 
transfect 20nM siRNA using Dharmafect 1 (Dharmacon) as transfection reagent. Day 2: transfect 
50nM siRNA using Dharmafect 1 (Dharmacon) as transfection reagent. Day 4: harvest cells. 
Transfections were conducted using protocols suggested by the manufacturer of the transfection 
reagent. After cell harvest, three quarters of each dish were used for RNA extraction (using trizol 
/ chlorophorm extraction followed by isopropanol precipitation and RNeasy column purification 
(Qiagen)) and one quarter was used for protein extraction. The quality of recovered RNA was 
verified by Bioanalyzer analysis (Agilent). Samples for mRNA-SEQ were processed and 
sequenced at Illumina Inc.  Samples for exon array analysis were labeled, hybridized to the 
Affymetrix GeneChip® Human Exon 1.0 ST exon microarrays and scanned at the MIT 
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BioMicrocenter following the manu facturer's instructions. The extent of H-KD was assessed 
both at the mRNA (real-time PCR) and protein levels (Western), as described in Supplementary 
Methods. 
 
Analyses of organism- and tissue-specific alternative splicing 
For Fig. 3e, we considered changes in splicing pattern where constitutive splicing was observed 
in human and alternative splicing in mouse rather than the reverse because the higher coverage 
of the human transcriptome in available expressed sequence tags (EST) and mRNA-Seq datasets 
enabled more confident identification of constitutive exons in human than in mouse. For 
Supplementary Fig. 12, we observed significant enrichment of G-runs downstream of exons with 
high Ψ values in three tissues (adipose, testis and the cell line MB435) in the set of intermediate 
5'ss exons, while no significant enrichment for any tissue was observed in the strong 5'ss exon 
set, despite its larger size, and G-run enrichment was reduced to slightly below the Bonferroni-
corrected P-value cutoff in the complete set of exons.  This analysis suggested higher activity of 
hnRNP H in testis, consistent with the high levels of hnRNP H protein detected by Western 
analysis31, and also in adipose and MB435 cells.  More generally, these observations suggest that 
subdividing exons based on splice site strength will provide greater statistical power to detect 
activity when considering SREs that have splice site strength-dependent activity. 
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